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Core Message

alice.white@ucdenver.edu

kevin.jian@oregonstate.edu
WGS – Live Learning Series

- Lab – Epi Communications
  - Oregon Region – Spring 2019
- WGS for local investigators
  - CO – Fall 2019
- Contact us
WGS Resources

- Modules
- Webinars
- Case study
- Question & Answer

https://nyfoodsafty.cals.cornell.edu/molecular-epidemiology/
WGS – Office Hours

• **February 14, 3-4 Eastern Time**

• Each call will aim to have at least one epidemiologist, one laboratorian, and one bioinformatician.

• Each office hour will be open for approx. 1 hour every week

• Office hours will be held via Zoom. Web cams strongly encouraged!
...and many more!
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